ESCATEC appoints new General Manager in Malaysia
Penang, Malaysia – 14 August 2015 – ESCATEC, a leading provider of contract
design and manufacturing services, has appointed Daniel Moersdorf as General
Manager for two of its EMS manufacturing facilities in Malaysia where he will be
responsible for over 600 staff.
Mr. Moersdorf has a Masters in Business Administration from University of
Michigan and worked with ThyssenKrupp Elevators for the past six years in senior
level roles in management, sales and manufacturing. Before he joined ESCATEC,
he was tasked with the growth of the Asian Residential Elevator Business as
Managing Director Asia-Pacific for ThyssenKrupp Access Solutions and was based
in China.
“I look forward to expanding ESCATEC’s EMS business,” he said. “ESCATEC is in
an exciting business segment that will experience more growth in the near future as
companies want to partner with EMS companies that deliver quality products at
competitive prices. Its state of the art manufacturing facilities can provide
customers with a complete range of service from design to high volume fully
integrated manufacturing of final products. We are able to manufacture these
products in high quantity combining the efficient manufacturing in Malaysia with the
high standards of quality and reliability expected from a Swiss business.”
Markus Walther, ESCATEC’s CEO, said, “ESCATEC enjoys a worldwide reputation
for quality and professionalism that stems from our Swiss approach to business and
employees. Daniel is an outstanding manager with years of experience that will be
invaluable in thinking outside the box and providing innovative solutions to build
partnerships with multinational companies who want quality without compromise.”
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ESCATEC
The ESCATEC Group provides fully-integrated electronic and mechatronic design and manufacturing solutions to
assist customers in achieving success in their market. Its one-stop solutions and best-in-class service enable
companies around the world to operate more profitably, sustainably and efficiently. Founded in 1984, its history is full
of innovation, which made it a first choice partner for many European and North American OEMs. The Swiss-owned
company perfectly blends Swiss business philosophy and attention to quality, precision and detail with the advantage
of low-cost, mass-volume manufacturing capabilities in its Asian factories.
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